
From: HOSKINS, Melissa (NHS REDBRIDGE CCG)
To: JARVIS, Helen (NHS REDBRIDGE CCG)
Subject: FW: Your weekly update from your BHR CCGs’ Chairs - 9th July
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Think I;ve not sent these to you consistently. To go on our local GP intranets please
 
Melissa Hoskins
Head of Communications and Engagement
Barking and Dagenham, Havering and Redbridge Clinical Commissioning Groups
Email address: melissa.hoskins@nhs.net
Telephone: 020 3182 2922
6th Floor, North House, St Edwards Way, Romford RM1 3AE
 
Please note: I do not work on Fridays
 
THE EMAIL ADDRESS FOR THE NEL COVID-19 INCIDENT ROOM is
 thccg.nelcoronavirus@nhs.net
 
From: BARRY, Rebecca (NHS REDBRIDGE CCG) On Behalf Of PRIMARYCARE, Bhrccgs (NHS
REDBRIDGE CCG)
Sent: 10 July 2020 08:49
Subject: Your weekly update from your BHR CCGs’ Chairs - 9th July
 
--------------------------------
 

BHR CCGs’ weekly GP update - Thursday 9th July
 
Dear colleagues,
This weekend saw people all around the country say thank you to frontline health and
care workers as we marked the 72nd birthday of the NHS. We hope you all took heart
from this show of continued support for you have done and continue to do.
While we know the huge efforts you and your teams made to rise to the challenge of
tackling COVID-19, it’s important to remember all the incredible work you continue to
develop and deliver for our patients.
This week, Ann Baldwin, Jagan John, Anju Gupta and Jyoti Sood all supported the
production of a video presentation to support their bid for a HSJ Value award. Thanks to
support from by Richard Clements from the primary care team, the film sets out the
ground-breaking diabetes work they have led across our three boroughs. Usually their
bid would be made in person but the impact of COVID-19 meant it now has to be made
virtually. A fantastic team effort – we’ll find out the results later in the year.

Primary Care update
Complete risk assessments for your staff 
As employers, we each have a legal duty to protect the health, safety and welfare of our
own staff. Completing risk assessments for at-risk members of staff is a vital component
of this. You can find details of what you need to do on the NELCA Covid GP Intranet.

Thank you to the many of you who have already completed risk assessments and
continue to provide support for your at-risk staff during this challenging period. We will
be working with you to monitor progress as completion is required by the end of July. A
further update will come from
 
Some GP practices may benefit from Occupational Health input into this process, and
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you can find details on providers able to offer this service online.
 
Extended access to resume from 1 July
Primary Care Networks (PCNs) have been advised that they are expected to resume
delivery of Extended Hours Access in line with normal requirements from 1 July 2020
(i.e. Quarter 2).
A new Extended Hours Claim form has been circulated by the NELCA Primary Care
team, together with a reminder of the DES contract specification for 2020/21
We appreciate that this may be short notice for planning and re-starting quarter 2
therefore we will apply flexibility for carry over into quarter 3 if PCNs find it difficult to
provide all the required extended hours in quarter 2. 
Due to the unprecedented Covid-19 pandemic, it has been agreed that Quarter 1
figures will not be required at this stage and PCNs would not be penalised for under
performance for this quarter. This is in line with the communication which went out to
practices via the NEL Coronavirus Bulletin on 3 April 2020. We may however at a later
stage request for the figures for audit and monitoring purposes.

Installing ScriptSwitch to your laptops
Technical issues that meant you have not been able to access ScriptSwitch while
working remotely on your laptops have now been resolved. The next step is to install
the ScriptSwitch software to your laptops. The GP IT Team have scheduled in a rollout
to remotely install this to all laptops from Monday 13 to Friday 17 July.
 
To help this run smoothly, we need your support. We recommend that you add a
reminder in your calendar for Monday 13 to Friday 17 July to:

Keep your laptop switched on at ALL TIMES
Keep your laptop connected to wi-fi

 
Please read the detailed advice and guidance for more information

Beech Frailty Unit – how to refer your patients
BHRUT has provided guidance for GPS to help you make best use of the Frailty Unit at
King George Hospital. The unit assesses and manages older adults using
Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA), which is a multidimensional,
interdisciplinary diagnostic process to determine the medical, psychological, and
functional capabilities of an older person in order to develop a coordinated and
integrated plan for treatment and long-term follow up. Download the detailed
guidance note
All patients who are 75 years and older should be considered for the Beech Frailty
Unit if their presenting illness/injury does not automatically exclude them. The unit is
open between 10am and 9pm, Monday to Friday.
The BHR Beech Frailty Unit can be contacted any time on 020 8970 8035 or 020 8970
5770 to allow a clinician-to-clinician discussion in order to prevent unnecessary
attendance at the Emergency Department. The Frailty Lead Nurse/designated clinician
will take calls and accept patients for suitability to the unit.

Register for the DHSC PPE eCommerce Portal
The PPE eCommerce portal, managed by the Department of Health and Social Care, is
now available to GPs. Please register as soon as possible. Read more
Medicines Authorisation and Administration Record (MAAR) charts online
training (for end of life)
The London Clinical Advisory Group recently released London-wide MAAR charts for
use in end of life care for subcutaneous and intramuscular medication in the community.
The new charts are planned to go live at the end of July 2020 and these short training
sessions are aimed at ensuring those using the new MAAR charts are aware of the key
changes and know how to use them to best effect.
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The webinars also include some key updates on end of life care and will prove
invaluable to all those who may need to authorise and/or administer end of life care
medications in the community, as well as all pharmacists working in primary care. Find
out more.
Service updates and information in BHR
Blood testing – no walk-in services, children under 12 and services in
Redbridge
Following feedback from patients and our providers, we wanted to remind all GPs
that:

Community blood testing is by appointment only. Please ensure you
advise patients that they must book in advance and that they cannot walk in
and wait. This is to support infection control and social distancing at our
community locations
NELFT do not provide a service for children under 12. If you have a young
patient who you want to refer for a blood test, please consult the paediatrics
team at BHRUT first for advice
The community service at Wanstead Hospital is currently not in operation.
Patients from Redbridge who you would normally refer to Whipps Cross or
Wanstead Hospital, should use the alternative facilities at Whipps Cross or
Forest Medical Centre.
Because different systems are used by different providers, the results will
only be available for patients would normally use these services. Please do
not refer out of area patients to Whipps Cross or Forest Medical - continue
to use the NELFT community services in your area. This now includes
Loxford Polyclinic in Ilford.

 
Download the updated blood testing service list

Accessing Diabetic Foot MDT
GPs are encouraged to use the Diabetic Foot MDT pathway for patients experiencing
limb-threatening and life-threatening diabetic foot problems. Referral forms can be
downloaded from the BHRUT website. All referrals must be sent to bhrut.sm-
diabeticfootmdt@nhs.net
Use of the MDT pathway will reduce the emergency admissions rate for our diabetic
patients

Radiology Virtual MDT Clinics
Working alongside commissioners, BHRUT has set up MDT virtual clinics across all
cancer and routine groups. Successful MDTs require the support of a range of
healthcare professionals.  Using Starleaf, participants are able communicate, share,
present and discuss as if they are in the same room.  This platform allows the
presentation of radiology and other diagnostic images for discussion by the team. 
BHRUT is continuing to support MDTs and look at ways that group work can be
supported and enhanced.

Improving the Radiology Referral process and referral form
BHRUT have been working to improve the currently radiology referral process.  As part
of this review, the Trust have piloted an electronic PDF version of the referral form for
teams working both on site and remotely.  The electronic form is generated in the
hospital information system, and sent to the relevant mailbox for processing.  BHRUT
have piloted the electronic form at the Trust, and have started working with the teams to
use and understand the new referral method.  It has many advantages over paper
copies, including

It is adjustable with review, so can be amended
It reduces the timeframe for receipt of the referral
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Radiology are able to respond via return email with questions/queries
regarding the referral

The Trust has purchased a new Radiology Information System, as part of the
preparation for the new system. BHRUT will look to work collaboratively with primary
care, to work with the CCGs how to improve the management of referrals using either
ERS or pdf forms generated in the GP Information Systems, such as (EMIS, Vision,
System1).  The CCGs will be seeking views from primary care on the PDF electronic
referral form and any other comments.
Please note:  The electronic radiology form referred to above is the existing form that
GPs are using and that there are no changes to this form.  This is largely about having
an electronic referral route via ERS which will allow a faster response rate back to the
referrer.

Quick links
Updated version of the London Memory Service Remote Working Guidance
document
Maternity services update
Bereavement guidance packs
Latest update from BHRUT
Latest stakeholder update from Barts Health
New communications materials available for practices

Please keep checking the dedicated COVID-19 GP intranet
(http://coronavirus.wel.nhs.sitekit.net/) at least daily as updates are still coming
regularly. We’ll continue to share BHR-specific information once a week, alongside the
NELCA e-bulletins.
With best wishes
Jagan, Atul and Anil
Chairs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering and Redbridge CCGs
 
-----------------------
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